Stars and Stripes Also Raised Above Tokio as U.S. Army, Navy and Marine Corps Take Possession of Jap Home Islands Unopposed.

Bronze Star Awarded

For meritorious service in combat from Feb. 27, 1944 to May 2, 1945 in Italy, the Bronze Star has been awarded to Pvt. Charles F. Dunn. Pvt. Dunn was formerly employed in the K.V.A. Department.

Sprague Employees Saluted!

I want to extend my thanks for the patriotic gesture you have made me. I certainly am happy to receive the Log. It's the best form of news I have about the folks back at Sprague's. My family also wrote and informed me that you have sent a Service Book to my home. For that gift I also express my sincere thanks.

I am in the infantry and I might add, a tough branch at that. When the war was declared over it was the infantrymen who really thanked the creation of the atomic bomb. Gentlemen—never was I so proud as then to show my buddies your Log as exhibit "A" in being a vital supporter of the atomic bomb. We saluted you.

We Salute You!

Pvt. Joseph Crescembeni
Co. A- 26th DTB P4
Camp Croft, S. C.

MEET OUR RETURNED WAR VETERANS

"The war is over,—that is the BIG thing." This we have heard expressed wherever we go, in state and out of state. The same quiet confidence which held the country at the time of Pearl Harbor is still evident. Everyone knows that America is big enough, strong enough and brave enough to head into peacetime problems, peacetime production, and peacetime living with determination and grit. We here at Sprague's are proud of the 543 men and women who joined the armed forces; humble in our prayers for those 18 men who made the supreme sacrifice; and ready to do all possible to be of service to those honorably discharged veterans who return to our community.

In a recent issue we published a full list of forty-eight honorably discharged war veterans working at Sprague's. Many of those men were formerly employed at Sprague's before entering service. Believing that our readers are greatly interested in meeting these men in the columns of the Log, we distributed questionnaires to all returning service men. The returns are coming in rapidly.
MEET OUR RETURNING WAR VETERANS

(Corresponded from page 1)

Today we introduce you to the following Returning War Veterans from:

BEAVER
Albert Beaumatin of the Can Shop was in service nine months with the Quartermaster Corps.

BLOOMFIELD
Joseph Roman of the New Joining Department served two and one-half years with the Coast Artillery as a private.

JOSEPH P. Candiloro of the Maintenance Department was in the Navy for six months and served a private in the Fire Department. He was a 2-S-C-at the time of his discharge. Before entering service Joseph was employed in the Paper Rolling Department.

John Carleton of Dry Formation was with the Infantry for sixteen months and has to his credit the ETO ribbon, two stars, Purple Heart, Good Conduct Medal and the Presidential Citation. He was a private first class at the time of his discharge and prior to service was employed in Formation Department. 
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HOPE EXCEEDED FOR REASONABLY RAPID RECOVERY

The problems of reconversion will mean many changes and some unavoidable delays in continuing departments on a full employment basis. However, it is hoped that the fairly rapid recovery to a peacetime basis predicted in the newspapers of the country and by the Associated Industries of Massachusetts can be matched both at Sprague's and the other companies in the Berkley area.

In any event, it is the intention of the Personnel Department to continue to give every possible consideration to our honorably discharged returning veterans. To make you better acquainted with some of them we have, on this page given you a brief introduction to those returned veterans working at Sprague's while we go to press.

MEET OUR RETURNING WAR VETERANS

Olive J. Corey of Monroe Bridge and Lawrence Fitzgerald is employed as secretary in the Personnel Department. He was born to Pvt. and Mrs. Robert C. Corey of Adams and has been married to Miss Luise Fitzgerald, married Monday, August 20, 1945. The bride is employed in the Resistor Department.

SCHWARTZ-COREY
Miss Luise Fitzgerald, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Edward of Adams became the bride of Corp. Leslie R. Schwartz of the Army Air Corps. The wedding was celebrated on July 15, 1945, at the I. V. O. of Adams. The ceremony was performed by Mr. Patrick's church, Camp McCoy, Neb. The bride is a graduate of the Poston Training Department.

PILOT - ST. FIERRE
Miss Nancy Perrone, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John St. Pierre of North Adams and Robert J. Pilot, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pilot, were married Saturday, September 1, 1945. The bride is employed in the Personnel Department.

LAZARZK - DAIGNAULT
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Daigault of Adams are the parents of Mrs. and Mrs. Arthur Daigault of Adams. The wedding was celebrated on July 15, 1945, at the I. V. O. in Adams. The ceremony was performed by Mr. Patrick's church, Camp McCoy, Neb. The bride is employed in the Resistor Department.

BRULE - MANCUSO
Miss Margaret Mancuso of Adams and Mrs. Joseph Mancuso of North Adams and Arthur N. Brule, son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Brule, were united in marriage Monday, September 3, 1945. The bride is employed in the Payroll Office Brown Street.

FOSTER - DANIELS
Miss Grace Daniels, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Oakes of Clarksburg and Albert Philip Daniels, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Foster of Sunfield, were married Saturday, September 1, 1945. The bride is employed in the Boxing Department.

SAFETY QUIZ

Which of these three traffic violations causes the greatest number of accidents? a. Driving on the wrong side of the road; What is the speed limit for which a person can drive? b. The motorist; c. Improper passing? a. Driving on the wrong side of the road; b. The motorist; c. Improper passing?

SPORTS

"Every Sprague Worker an Assistant Reporter."

Mr. William Allison, Design Engineer, informs us that the government has opened the amateur 21 meter band and will allow the use of other amateur bands within three months. The Hoosac Valley Radio Club, composed of amateurs or "Hams," was formed thirteen years ago. The members often talk by "Ham" and are interested in the hobby. The amateur band is employed in the Personnel Office.

"Hams" Active Again

Mr. William Allison, Design Engineer, informs us that the government has opened the amateur 21 meter band and will allow the use of other amateur bands within three months. The Hoosac Valley Radio Club, composed of amateurs or "Hams," was formed thirteen years ago. The members often talk by "Ham" and are interested in the hobby. The amateur band is employed in the Personnel Office.
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Mr. William Allison, Design Engineer, informs us that the government has opened the amateur 21 meter band and will allow the use of other amateur bands within three months. The Hoosac Valley Radio Club, composed of amateurs or "Hams," was formed thirteen years ago. The members often talk by "Ham" and are interested in the hobby. The amateur band is employed in the Personnel Office.
Letters and Pictures from Our Men and Women in Service
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Somewhere in the Ryukyus
August 15th
Dear Miss Owen,

I hope this short letter of appreciation will find you in the very best of health. It’s been quite some time since I wrote you last but I’m sure that it’s easily understood how busy we Sea- bees are kept.

I want to thank you and the fellow workers of Sprague’s for going through the trouble of sending me that wonderful

Raymond La France, son of Pearl of the Ovens and Ray of the Centrifuge, takes time to have picture taken with a Philippine Miss. A bundle of his also is shown with a boy of the Philippines.

August 20, 1945
Dear Sprague Folks:

I received the LOG today and it certainly was good to get it again. I never really appreciated it before but I certainly do now.

I’m fine and everyone at the shop is the same. Suppose there’ll be quite a few changes in the old place now. I was very proud to read that Sprague’s supplied a part for the Atomic Bomb, guess our work was certainly good to get it. Such a box always comes in handy to a hungry soldier. Thanks to all those who helped send it.

I receive the LOG every month and I really enjoy it very much. Hope to see you soon.

Sincerely,
Pfc. Arthur Le Mire

August 3, 1945
Dear Co-Workers:

I received the box sent by the employees and was very glad to get it. It is only now that I’ve been able to catch up with myself on many different things.

I want to thank you personally for the regular arrival of the LOG and especially for the package sent by the employees containing so many useful personal items.

Please remember me to everyone in my thanks to all.

Hoping for your continued success with your work and products.

I remain sincerely,
Pfc. John E. Russell
U. S. M. C.

Monday, August 20, 1945
Sheppard Field, Texas

Dear Miss Owen:

Well, I guess it’s about time I wrote to you. I want to tell you how glad I am to receive the LOG. I look forward to it every month.

Someday I hope to be back to work for Sprague’s and when that day comes I hope all the boys will be home with their wives and sweethearts because I know how much they’re all looking forward to that day.

Please say hello to the gang for me. Tell some of the gang to drop me a line.

I enjoyed my boot training at Hunter College and hated to see it come to an end. Guess I got in just in time, but it’s grand knowing the war is over and I am only too happy to help clean it up.

I am working in the personnel office as yeoman and right now we are very busy. I like my new job very much. Guess there will be a lot of changes at Sprague’s now, but I hope it won’t be too long before everyone is working again. I expect to be back soon myself.

One thing I’ve really missed since I’ve been in the WAVES and that is the LOG. I filled out an address card at Hunter for them to send you, but I guess they never did. Here’s hoping I get the LOG from now on.

I’ll close now with best wishes to all,

Yours truly,
Leo Lamarre

Pvt. Francis L. Burgie is stationed in the Philippines with an Infantry unit. He was formerly employed in the Plating Department at Brown Street.

August 12, 1945
Regensburg, Germany

Dear Friends:

Just dropping you a few lines to let you know that you all are not forgotten. I received the package a few weeks ago, and would like to thank you all for thinking of us boys over here. You’re doing a splendid job back home for victory.

Been on the move ever since we hit here. So it’s quite hard to keep up with the mail. Also thanking you for the LOG, which I’ve been receiving regularly.

Met John Fortini a few weeks ago, and it really was good to see someone from the hometown. Please send me the address of John Ariazi for I believe I’m not to far away from him. Give the gang my best regards. Thanking you all again for the package and LOG.

As ever yours,
Austin Regge

Editor’s Note: John Ariazi’s address is: Pfc. John H. Ariazi

Bry 909 F. A. Bu.

Camp Miami

A.P.O. 451

Co. Pacemaker New York, N. Y.

Hdq. Co., Ist Bu., 29th Marines

6th Marine Division

T-Sgt. William F. Hunt stationed in France and awaiting redeploy-
ment. He has been twice wounded, in the son of Elizabeth of Block Test.

August 18, 1945
Pensacola, Florida

Dear Co-Workers:

I received the box sent by the employees and was very glad to get it. Such a box always comes in handy to a hungry soldier. Thanks to all those who helped send it.

I receive the LOG every month and I really enjoy it very much. Hope to see you soon.

Sincerely,
Pfc. Arthur Le Mire

August 18, 1945

Dear Miss Owen:

I filled out an address card for thinking of us boys over here. Please give my regards to everyone at the plant, especially the Shipping and Warehouse Departments. I’ll close this letter by saying, “I hope it won’t be long before I’ll be seeing you all again.”

Sincerely yours,
Albert De Lorenzo Sr.

Albert De Lorenzo SM-1 was pictured before his text somewhere in the Philippines. Seaman De- Lorenzo was formerly employed in the Receiving Room.

Dear Co-Workers:

I received the box sent by the employees and was very glad to get it. Such a box always comes in handy to a hungry soldier. Thanks to all those who helped send it.

I receive the LOG every month and I really enjoy it very much. Hope to see you soon.

Sincerely,
Pfc. Arthur Le Mire
Sports

The local baseball club has won 18 out of its last 23 ball games with its most recent victory over the Harrisburg Giants by the tune of 7-2. As Keller veteran twirler easily held the colored team at bay while the local team’s attack was led by Ralph Mason, former Williamstown High athlete, who had a perfect day with three singles and a double. The North Adams team will now meet Pittsfield Community Club in a home and home series. Both have had unusual success this year. This series should be a "marriner".

News in Brief...

Lt. "K" Burns, an officer in the WACs, has recently been over- seas. He was formerly employed in the office here at Sprague’s.

Albert Harvey, Jr., formerly of Dry Test, was given a farewell party August 9th at the Briggsville School with more than one hundred guests present. He left with the draft quota August 19th for Springfield to enter the U. S. Army. Money and several gifts were presented him.

The first place drafter from our company to enter service.

Pvt. 1st Class John H. Ariazi, formerly of Wet Assembly, is now with the Army Air Force. He has been assigned the task of redeveloping soldiers from assembly areas in France to perform duties abroad. He was employed in Industrial Operations Department.

Ralph Blanchard of the Brown Street office has returned from a most enjoyable vacation spent with his wife in New York City.

Bob Barker left August 25th to join the N. Y. Giants to play professional football. He was formerly, employed by the Production Engineers. Good luck, Bob.

Receive Discharge

Lars Coody, formerly of the Machine Shop, has received an honorable discharge from the U. S. Army and has arrived home. He held the rating of staff sergeant at the time of his discharge which he received at Fort Devens.

Repeated After 28 Months

The Sprague Men have been away from their homes for 28 months. Corp. Leslie R. Dustin, Mary Elizabeth Coody, WAVE and Lucius Coody, were among those who returned to their stations after spending leaves at home.

Sprague on Parade...

The August 29th Sprague Parade broadcast had as guest soliloquy lovely Miss Rita Gagner, who made her first appearance on the Sprague broadcast. Rita is a recent Skidmore graduate and summer office employee at Sprague’s. She sang with point "When Celia Sings" and "Giro Nome" from Verdi’s opera Rigoletto. Her well-trained voice was immediately recognized and many of the radio listeners are looking forward to hearing her again soon.

Sprague Members of 11th Co., 22nd Inf., M. S. G.

The Sprague Electric Victory Log

Kenny Russell

War-Born Electrical Process Expands 204-Passenger Plane’s Range, Safety

Electricity, the magic medium through which the aviation industry is trail-blazing the skysways of the world, will add a new and proud chapter of achievement when 304-passenger transoceanic planes are put into service by Pan American World Airways. A practical dream that will be projected into reality when materials are released to complete the super-ship, product of Consolidated Vultee Corporation, will carry more passengers than any other ever placed in scheduled operation.

Close collaboration between aviation and electrical engineers has made construction of such a ship feasible and insures its success even before its one-story-high wheels roll it off a runaway.

Specifications of this levitization of the airways confound the imagination. Powered by six four-piston-engine engines, each with a motive force of 333 average automobiles, the 160-ton plane is approximately 12 times the size of standard twin-engined commercial aircraft. Its wing span of 230 feet is equal to the height of a 21-story building, the tail is five stories high, the propellers exceed the height of a two-story house, and its length of 182 feet clears the 99-foot measurement of the great B-29 bombers. Its range, with a capacity payload of 25 tons, will be 4,000 miles, and fares will be within the reach of the average person.

Double-decked with luxurious ac-

accommodations for passengers and crew, it will be capable of a New York to London flight in nine hours with cruising speed of 340 miles an hour. Scores of local applications will contribute to the safety and comfort of passengers. These include: Pressurization of the interior, making possible regular flights at 30,000 feet where adverse weather can be avoided; automatic warmers for serving bottles; outlets for electric curling irons and hair dryers; air conditioning for cabins and state rooms; all-electric kitchen featuring ranges, refrigerators, coffee makers, ventilating fans; interphone systems; recognition and landing lights; radar and other flight control for pinpoint navigation.

An alternating current electrical system, a first in the aviation world, a revolutionary starting development, saves weight but generates 300 kilowatts—twice the energy available in a B-29. A power supply is powered through 25 miles of 500 to 150 electrical meters, hundreds of switches and outlets and half a ton of radio equipment. A single 500-watt electric motor turns away the massive landing gear, while 15 smaller motors are required to operate the ship’s six engines to operate vital controls.

Sprague Members of 21st Co., 22nd Inf., M. S. G.

First row, left to right: Sqt. Claude Wagner, Foreman, Solder; Marshall; Capt. Wallace Young, Production Office, Beaver; Pvt. Lt. Robert Coody, Maintenance, Beaver; Pvt. Charles Rarick, Block Test, Beaver; Sgt. Fredrickar, Block Test, Beaver; Capt. Adrian J. Poirot, Machine Shop, has received an honor-
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Dry Rolling

Dry Rolling...By "Doo" Klawtyna

Here I am pinch hitting for Isabelle Payne. Our reporter, Zey, is out on a month's absence. She will soon become the bride of lovely Andy Lindy, who has just returned from 27 months of overseas duty. We know they'll be very happy and wish them lots of luck.

You may have heard many sayings but I've never heard Billy Lamberti's: "Why are women so busy that they can't keep busy doing the things they should?"

In all the history of the Dry Rolling Department I can't recall a man who has owned a motor without beingGrinnell—with the ladies. I might add that there have been many who were popular before Billy but Dominic tops them all.

Vacations

Kay Stratton spent her vacation visiting Lowell and Boston. Ak Adam spent his time fishing in Vermont. At that time the war had terminated and he tells us it wasn't for the radio that he wouldn't have known about it. Gladys Costello stayed at home with sis Joan but they made an hour for a few hours. She still walks around the street in heels.

When the war was over in all of New York City—Mary Richmond and her husband spent four days sightseeing and then spent a week of time at their camp at House Lake in Chester. Staffance spent her time resting at home. Evelyn Fallo went to Westover Field for the week end in order to visit her husband, who is in a convalescent hospital in the area upon an appendicitis operation. We're glad he's coming along fine, Ed. Ross Joseph is going housekeeping so she spent her vacation fixing up her new home. She says she was "Mickey" in the house in the near future and wants to practice on her cooking. Edith Rusell and Alfred Hulbey both spent their vacations at their respective homes, and Edith Russell spent hers in New York. Arthur Mollon spent his at home with his wife and two children.

The "Judy" Band and Red Ruth Martin enjoyed a week end in New York. John Giniski went mushroom hunting. Art was supposed to be gone with him but never went. Last but not least, I spent my vacation at Narrasket Beach and Boston with Jennie Malloy. Welcome back, Helen O'Connell of the Owens. It's good to see your smiling face. Here's wishing all our staff that are out on vacation during which time she had an operation. Also glad to have James Carroll back and we hope you're feeling fine.

Payroll

By P. W. Windover

Vacation: "The story—if you have just spent one of those lazy days in New Hampshire recently. Yes, it was a tough decision then. They say vacations come in threes! I wish you the one!"

Blessings On Thee Little Man

Anita Fierro, a guest of honor with a gift from the Clarksburg Sportsmen's Club in honor of her approaching marriage to Mr. James Fitzgerald of the Sales Office.

Dotty Lamour's sister she's been acting a week. Every time they seemed to make the most of all the spots and especially dancing at the U.S.O. which Westy has to offer. Emma Underwood, Rita Slade and Rita Bishop spent an enjoyable week end in New Hampshire recently. The latter part of their vacation was filled with the sights and shows. The latter part of their vacation was filled with the sights and shows.

With a serious look this lad paused for a moment and then displayed a letter of recommendation. "In the transmission of course." There was a smile on his face when he handed it over to the "Cedo" Remillard and "Cedo" where he was looking for the value of his stamps.

The young lad is none other than our own T. Craig Ferguson of the Machine Shop who has been in the past three years of service.

Production Scheduling

By A. F. D. Marten

Vacation time is nearly over. However, some of our workers are enjoying the beautiful August weather at vacation spots. Helen Root and Alene Morrison spent their vacation at Lake Wentworth. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Tepley, his wife, and two children.

Patrick hates his life. Recently, in the Belvue It Or Not, by Rigley, it was pictured a Robert Perdue of Chicago, who predicted the stock market was going to be bad for a month. Frank Petri of the department received quite a kick out of it as he worked for Perdue in New York. He displayed a letter of recommendation given on having the employee of this man. Very interesting, Frank.

Prophy

"Cedo" Remillard and "Cedo" where he was looking for the value of his stamps. "Is the transmission of course." There and then he was told where to find Bob and Pat, they, tell us, now the value of his stamps is the best it is to the car she got or not?

Rea knows him

Recently, in the Belvue It Or Not, by Rigley, it was pictured a Robert Perdue of Chicago, who predicted the stock market was going to be bad for a month. Frank Petri of the department received quite a kick out of it as he worked for Perdue in New York. He displayed a letter of recommendation given on having the employee of this man. Very interesting, Frank.

Tubular Assembly

By Dot and Dash

Edna Lavaterie and Stephanie Malżkiewicz of the Tubular Assembly Department. Jeanette Front went to Pittsfield, Mass. Wilford Gerhard went to New York.

Vacations seem to be all the news of late but perhaps our next report will have news for you. I hope.
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Know Your Reporters

Marie Barbotu
Industrial Oil

Prokar Dept.
By Minnie Deutzer

All the patients from Selkow who were on sick leave are back:

Lela Brunetko, Thelma Burfield, Doris Denison, and Voye Trul.

We all wish to thank the Selkow boys, for the gifts and cards we received. Yours truly.

Vowel a week is what I'll get The same as you, so I'm all set.

In the end I'm way ahead When you get up I'm still in bed, So you is what you had

And as my friend, you Earl, Too Bad!

"Sleepy Hollow"

There is a place so dear to our hearts.

But for awhile we've had to part. "Sleepy Hollow" is the name.

The dim old place just isn't the same.

One by one we've been transferred To different jobs as they occurred. This little clip is a manned only on its duty.

So 'till we meet again, we'll let our memories be "Sleepy Hollow" and Vinnetou.

Resistor Standard Assembly
By Rita Depari

Best wishes, Betty Green, on your marriage to Larry Folino. Boy what a day it was.

You are in a very happy home. All over the world the lights are on.

Our memories be "Sleepy Hollow" and "Vinnetou."

Resistor Shipping

By Evelyn Dodge

Where Our Co-Workers
Irwin Rose—Boston Visited Nantasket Beach and enjoyed a delicious shore dinner.

Connie Robinson—Hartford, Conn., Visited Elizabeth Park and the Rose Gardens.

Keith Adams—At home—a pleasant one with her son and daughter of the Navy.

Yours truly—Albany—Visiting relatives and friends.

Beth Byrnes—New York—Oh how she loves a ferry-boat ride!

Harold Klein—Cincinnati, Ohio.— Visiting relatives and other places of interest to her.

K. V. A. Stockroom
By Maria Barbotu

Al Giusti’s dream has come true.

His lighting Sprague Product team defeated the Corner Cafe team, arch rivals of the Products. Al, your team won.

The employees of the stockroom wish to say "good-bye" to the people leaving our room. We hope to see all you back soon.

Best of luck to Larry Folino. Larry, you are a valued worker, we mourned August 20th to Betty Green of Resistors.

Mica Molding and Impregnation
By Jessie Vallieres

A "Notice of Separation," I received "Lack of Work" is what it means. It's only for a while they say. So I took it and am very gay.

The unemployment office was my aim. They looked at me and I signed it.

"Twentieth a week is what I’ll get The same as you, so I’m all set."

More Accidents

More Gas, More Traffic

More Accidents

Now that the rationing of gasoline has been called off and you are driving your own car farther and more frequently, REMEMBER that all other cars on the road are doing the same thing. REMEMBER that you and every other driver for several years, have been out of practice in fast driving and handling a car in heavy traffic. Furthermore, REMEMBER that all drivers are driving older cars having tires that are generally in poor condition. REMEMBER, too, that for a while most of the gas you will be getting will be of a poor quality. It will be necessary to use more fuel of good quality. You will have to drive more carefully.

For the year 1944, deaths from auto accidents jumped from 29,000 in 1940. However, with gas rationing ended, the probabilities are that automobile fatalities in the coming months will increase greatly unless you and every other driver on your cars safety. Help prevent unnecessary civilian casualties.

An employer of the company for four years, Frances has much plant experience to her credit having worked in many departments: Paper Assembly, Stockroom, Shipping Department, etc. Her friendly smile and sunny nature are truly an asset to the department.

An electrician, Alice has worked for the company for two and a half years ago as clerks in the Production Scheduling Department. Her friendly smile and sunny nature are truly an asset to the department.

In sports she places ice skating at the top of her list followed by archery and tennis. At the piano she is right at home and is fun.

A hobby of collecting recordings especially classics though only an average listener, brings to our minds. Through their Sunday services.

Mildred Roche—beloved counterpart on your 45th wedding anniversary in July. We all wish to thank the Selkow boys, for the gifts and cards we received. Yours truly.

Vowel a week is what I’ll get The same as you, so I'm all set.

In the end I'm way ahead When you get up I'm still in bed, So you is what you had

And as my friend, you Earl, Too Bad!

"Sleepy Hollow"

There is a place so dear to our hearts.

But for awhile we've had to part. "Sleepy Hollow" is the name.

The dim old place just isn't the same.

One by one we've been transferred To different jobs as they occurred. This little clip is a manned only on its duty.

So 'till we meet again, we'll let our memories be "Sleepy Hollow" and Vinnetou.

Resistor Standard Assembly
By Rita Depari

Best wishes, Betty Green, on your marriage to Larry Folino. Boy what a day it was.

You are in a very happy home. All over the world the lights are on.

Our memories be "Sleepy Hollow" and "Vinnetou."

Resistor Shipping

By Evelyn Dodge

Where Our Co-Workers
Irwin Rose—Boston Visited Nantasket Beach and enjoyed a delicious shore dinner.

Connie Robinson—Hartford, Conn., Visited Elizabeth Park and the Rose Gardens.

Keith Adams—At home—a pleasant one with her son and daughter of the Navy.

Yours truly—Albany—Visiting relatives and friends.

Beth Byrnes—New York—Oh how she loves a ferry-boat ride!

Harold Klein—Cincinnati, Ohio.— Visiting relatives and other places of interest to her.

K. V. A. Stockroom
By Maria Barbotu

Al Giusti’s dream has come true.

His lighting Sprague Product team defeated the Corner Cafe team, arch rivals of the Products. Al, your team won.

The employees of the stockroom wish to say "good-bye" to the people leaving our room. We hope to see all you back soon.

Best of luck to Larry Folino. Larry, you are a valued worker, we mourned August 20th to Betty Green of Resistors.

Mica Molding and Impregnation
By Jessie Vallieres

A "Notice of Separation," I received "Lack of Work" is what it means. It's only for a while they say. So I took it and am very gay.

The unemployment office was my aim. They looked at me and I signed it.

"Twentieth a week is what I’ll get The same as you, so I’m all set."

More Accidents

More Gas, More Traffic

More Accidents

Now that the rationing of gasoline has been called off and you are driving your own car farther and more frequently, REMEMBER that all other cars on the road are doing the same thing. REMEMBER that you and every other driver for several years, have been out of practice in fast driving and handling a car in heavy traffic. Furthermore, REMEMBER that all drivers are driving older cars having tires that are generally in poor condition. REMEMBER, too, that for a while most of the gas you will be getting will be of a poor quality. It will be necessary to use more fuel of good quality. You will have to drive more carefully.

For the year 1944, deaths from auto accidents jumped from 29,000 in 1940. However, with gas rationing ended, the probabilities are that automobile fatalities in the coming months will increase greatly unless you and every other driver on your cars safety. Help prevent unnecessary civilian casualties.

An employer of the company for four years, Frances has much plant experience to her credit having worked in many departments: Paper Assembly, Bomb Department, Gas Mask, Chemical Control and for the past year at her present position, clerk in the Scheduling Department.

Her favorite sports are swimming and bowling but when it comes to dancing as the saying goes, "that’s her dish."

Franz is a bride of three months and her husband is expected to receive his discharge from the Navy any day now. "Happy Days Ahead," says she.

How Electronic "Now" Spots Factory Fumes

An electronic "now," which in- habits air in factories and determines the air's safety, is eating an old and baffling occupa- tional hazard, the danger of mercury.

The detector is a portable biologic device which takes in air from a suction nozzle and sends it to a chamber containing an ultraviolet lamp and a photocell.